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As the quintessence of a language, idiom is an important part of language and 
culture of society. From the definition of idiom, we can learn that idiom is not only a 
linguistic phenomenon, but also a cultural phenomenon, and among them, the latter 
plays more significant role in idiom. In order to understand idiom well, one cannot 
avoid studying the cultures of Chinese & English first, let alone the translation. This 
thesis focuses on the study of the comparison between Chinese & English idioms and 
Chinese idiom’s translation.  
Besides introduction and conclusion, the thesis consists of five chapters. First of 
all, the author makes the definition of Chinese & English idioms clearly to the readers. 
In Chapter Two, the anatomy of differences between Chinese & English idioms is 
made. Differences in derivation and rhetorical devices between Chinese and English 
idioms are briefly introduced. Chapter Three makes studies of Chinese & English 
idioms from the perspective of culture including different living circumstances, 
different historical allusions, different religions and beliefs, different traditions and 
customs, thus the readers can have a better understanding of two kinds of idioms. 
Chapter Four focuses on the characteristics and classification of Chinese & English 
idioms. The last chapter deals with the translation theory and its application in Chinese 
idiom’s translation. In this chapter, several translation methods such as literal 
translation, replacement, liberal translation, ellipsis and so on, are introduced. 
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    Culture and language depend on each other for existence. It is impossible to 
translate a foreign language text without taking into account the culture it embodies. In 
this sense, translation becomes a cultural exchange as a cross-linguistic, cross-cultural 
and cross-social communicative activity. Idiom, as the treasure of a nation's language 
and culture, its translation is much more important in promoting cultural 
communication between different nations. 
    Idiom, formed in a particular period and passed on from generation to generation, 
reflects various cultural elements. They are comparatively fixed in matters of meaning 
and structure, that is, the meaning of idiom cannot be determined from the meanings of 
its words. Being the crystallization of human wisdom and the essence of language, 
idiom is widely used in both speaking and writing. We can feel the influence of idiom 
not only in literary works, but also in day-to-day social life. Idiom is the embodiment 
of truths of a people. It is a good way of knowing much philosophy and deep thought 
of other peoples. We can easily discover the genius, wit and spirit of a nation in its 
idiom. Nonetheless, not all the people can know and use several languages well. For 
those who know only their own native language it is really a pity since they cannot 
share the gem of other nations and have been deprived of the rights to enjoy the pithy 
styles and beautiful sound effects of exotic idiom. Moreover, for those who want to 
study about the cultures, histories and languages of different countries, their poor 
knowledge of foreign languages certainly holds them up from the treasure house of 
other peoples. To compensate for their poor knowledge of foreign languages, to make 
all human beings gain the pleasure of foreign idioms, and to let the whole people be 
familiar with other nations' cultures and customs, it is really valuable to translate 
various idioms into different languages. 
      However, idiom is difficult to translate in that it is of peculiar cultural origin 
and therefore reflects clearly national or cultural characteristics. Idiom is a 
culture-loaded linguistic symbol and it is impossible for the translator to avoid cultural 
elements in idiom translation. Chinese and English belong to different language 
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its own specific cultural property. For this reason, there is certain to be cultural barriers 
in idiom translation. Human experiences and observations of the world are in many 
respects similar, so there are some similarities between English and Chinese cultures, 
which make idiom translation possible and easy. However, there are more 
dissimilarities between the Chinese culture and the English culture than similarities. 
Since culture is important in giving a language its characteristics, dissimilarities 
between Chinese and English idioms are naturally more apparent. And these 
dissimilarities are the very difficult points in idiom translation. Accurate understanding 
and proper translation of idiom is the key to the breakthrough of barriers in 
intercultural communication. Therefore, with more frequent communication between 
the English people and the Chinese people, there is a great demand for more researches 
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Chapter One  Definition of Chinese & English Idioms 
 
In everyday verbal communication, we do not recreate new items every time, 
rather resort to habitual items which idiom belongs to. Idiom, conventionalized 
multiword expression, exists as a sub-group of vocabulary. Refined and accepted by 
long usage, idiom has been described as the crystallization of language. What can 
qualify an item as an idiom? 
 
1.1 Definition of Chinese idiom 
According to the Chinese dictionaries: 《现代汉语词典》( Modern Chinese 
Dictionary) by Commercial Press (1979:1056) and 《新华词典》( Xinhua Dictionary) 
by Commercial Press (1985:778), A Chinese idiom, which is called 习语 or 熟语, is 
described as “a fixed phrase, can only be used as a whole unit, no element in it can be 
changed at random, and usually cannot be analyzed by ordinary regular 
word-formation.” (固定的词组，只能整个应用，不能随意变动其中成分，并且往
往不能按照一般的构词法分析，如“慢条斯理、无精打采、不尴不尬、一来二去、
乱七八糟、八九不离十”等。) and “a fixed phrase or sentence gradually formed in the 
process of language development, its structure cannot be changed discretionarily, 
which includes set phrase, proverb, maxim, two-part allegorical saying and so on.” (在
语言发展过程中逐步形成的、不能任意改变其组织的固定词组或句子。包括成语、
谚语、格言、歇后语等。) 
Both definitions stress two features that an idiom manifests. First, an idiom must 
be used as a whole unit, the phrase has no meaning by its individual words, like 慢条
斯理, 不管三七二十一，胡说八道 etc. Second, no element in an idiom can be 
changed at random. For example, we can only say垂头丧气，but not低头丧气 though 
“垂” and “低” has the same meaning; 八九不离十, not 七八不离九 and so on . 
Compared with another Chinese term---a word:“the smallest meaningful unit of 
language which can be used independently.”Chinese idiom enjoys its own advantages 
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terms of size, an idiom is composed of words and bigger than a word. The smallest 
unit is a phrase which is made up of two words like the idiom“马屁”and“磨洋工”, 
while most idioms are composed of more than two words. At the same time, idioms 
can appear in form of an independent sentence which has more complicated structure 
like “不当家不知柴米贵”, which means that he who does not take charge of the 
family will not know the cost of fuel and rice. Second, in terms of semantics, a word 
reflects concept while an idiom is a narrative language unit. As to a content word, 
concept is not only an element of semantics, but also is the basic attribute of semantics 
of a word, while narrative is the essential feature of an idiom. For instance,“油嘴滑
舌”is not equivalent to“油滑”. In the idiom, there are two images: “嘴”and“舌”, 
which are employed to facilitate the description of the meaning of “油滑”. Thus 
through narration, items of idioms have vividness in creating their semantics. Third, in 
terms of structure, both an idiom and a word are fixed, but the one of an idiom is 
relatively fixed. Fourth, in terms of grammatical function, both an idiom and a word 
can serve as parts of a sentence, while an idiom can be used as an independent 
sentence and frequently quoted in different contexts. 
 
1.2 Definition of English idiom 
Usually an English idiom is “an expression which functions as a single unit and 
whose meaning cannot be worked out from its separate parts.”(Longman Dictionary of 
Language Teaching & Applied Linguistics, 2002). For example, she washed her hands 
of the matter, which means “she refused to have anything more to do with the matter.” 
In Oxford Advanced Learner’s English-Chinese Dictionary, the word “idiom” 
that is from Greek, has the following three meanings in modern English: 
(1).   phrase or sentence whose meaning is not clear from the meaning of its 
individual words and which must be learnt as a whole unit; 
(2).   (a). language or dialect of a people or country, such as the French idiom 
= the French language. 
(b). use of language that is typical of or natural to speakers of a particular 
language; 
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